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Bicycle mount for sports cameras Telesin
Do you like to record videos during bike rides? The Telesin mount will help you capture the best moments! Thanks to the 360° rotation
feature,  you  can  record  from  different  perspectives  and  the  adjustable  clamp  allows  you  to  mount  the  DJ-HBM-001  not  only  on  the
handlebars of your bike, but also on a motorcycle. The sturdy and well-thought-out design will  ensure stability and prevent the mount
from moving. Thanks to the wide compatibility, the accessory fits various types of sports cameras and smartphones. Check out what else
the DJ-HBM-001 hides!
 
Installation in a few steps
Both the installation and removal process of the Telesin mount is quick and easy, and you won't need any additional tools. What's more,
the  product  has  a  universal  thread  that  allows  you  to  mount  your  GoPro  camera.  Simply  loosen  the  clamp  knob  and  place  the
DJ-HBM-001 in the desired location. If you want to remove the mount from the handlebars, loosen the clamp knob again.
 
Suitable for bicycle and motorcycle
Are you worried that the accessory won't fit your vehicle? Don't be! Telesin product is adapted not only to the handlebars of a bicycle,
but also a motorcycle. Thanks to the adjustment function, you can use the attachment for handlebars with a diameter of 20 mm to 32
mm. Record your special moments and enjoy the freedom of use that the DJ-HBM-001 gives you!
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Comfort of use
Thanks to the clever design, you can record videos from different perspectives. The mount has a 360° rotation function, which allows for
even greater comfort of use. You will not miss any shot anymore!
 
Wide compatibility
Telesin has made sure that the accessory is available to as many users as possible. The list of devices compatible with the DJ-HBM-001
mount includes phones and sports cameras from GoPro, insta360, YI, Osmo Action, SARGO and many more.
 
With attention to detail
The mount is designed to be durable and safe to use. The material used to make the DJ-HBM-001 is not only resistant to damage, but
also environmentally friendly and recyclable. The 304 stainless steel screws are resistant to corrosion and stand out for their long service
life. Anti-slip TPR caps prevent the mount from moving and resist wear and tear.
 
Packing list
Telesin Mount  DJ-HBM-001
Screw
Brand
Telesin
Model
DJ-HBM-001
Dimensions
123 x 62 x 35mm
Weight
90g
Compatibility
phones and sports cameras GoPro, insta360, YI, Osmo Action, SARGO
Purpose
bike, motorcycle
Color
black
Material
plastic + TPR + stainless steel
Handlebar diameter
 20 mm to 32 mm

Price:

€ 15.01

Photo, Video, Accessories, Accessories  GoPro
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